The aim of sport activities
Sport activities are an interesting way of learning not
only how to use our bodies and coordinate our moves,
but also working in teams, how to concentrate, how to
communicate with the other team members and respect each other. Because nowadays sports loses more
and more space in front of online surfing, we try to promote the participation of young people in body activities that involve their energy, creativity and motivation.
When it comes to sports, it’s important for youngsterts to
understand that they have to be patient and that they can
control themselves, their bodies and their minds in order to
achieve a goal, maybe the same as their team. Sports should
be fun, but it’s even funnier when you learn something
through a game, even if you don’t understand it in that moment. After some time and maybe a reflection session with
someone who can facilitate an activity, even small kids can
understand a message that you want to make them aware of.

Through different games, young people can become more
engaged in social activities. For example, we tried in Butea games that made the children more aware of how hard
is for blind people to live and now they are willing to help
them. Also, it makes the connection between them stronger, so the bullying rate is lowering and they improve their
social skills. For older youngsters, sexual education is also
important and can be taught trough funny games that
can have a big impact on their next decisions and actions.
We want to pass the message in a kind and creative way,
so we encourage every youth worker, teacher or person
who is working with young people to start being more
and more creative in their jobs and to build strong characters in the ones they are working with. It is possible
and sports is a useful way of shaping youth in order for
them to grow more powerful and aware of the posibilities that they have and willing to develop themselves.

Examples of good practices

How many people are physically
inactive in these countries?
A good practice related to a healthy lifestyle and they included food that they thought it’s
came from the Spanish team, which created
a workshop named SALAD. The participants,
divided in 3 teams, had to experience different types of non-formal learning about how
to manage their time in order to cultivate their
knowledge about sports and healthy habits.
A healthy myths quiz made the participants wonder if they are really well informed about a healthy
lifestyle and made them realise that it’s very easy
to come across false information. They understood trough the questions, the discussions and
the reflection time that not everything that we
hear is true. The quiz has 12 questions that made
the people speak their mind, compare their
ideas and share their opinions with the others.
Creating your own healthy lifestyle poster is
also a challenge! Another team discussed with
the mentors about what is a healthy diet, what
should we eat in order to feel energized, to be
productive and to work for our bodies. Every
participant had to do a poster with what they
think is healthy after the starting discussion

good for them. Having a variety of products
to choose from, they had a hard task thinking
and deciding what is healthy and what is not,
but in the end each of them had a different approach to this game and saw it in his own way.
A really high impact over the participants had
the table with information and statistics about
sport in every country. Because we are not well
informed when it comes to our own countries,
we don’t know how many people do sports and
what is the rate of sedentarism. But this activity helped the participants to realize some truths
related to physical activities, and because they
searched for the information on the internet by
themselves, it made them even more aware of the
fact that every country has different statistics and
include sports in their daily life in a different way.
The workshop finalised with some games
about couple and group balance, cooperation, equilibrium. The games challenged the participants to do activities like:

• staying back to back with your partner, sitting on the floor, get up without any of you falling;
• in groups of four, have only 4 hands and 2 legs on the floor;
• in the same group of four, have only one bum, 2 feet and 3 hands on the floor;
• in another group of six, have only 2 backs, 2 hands and 2 feet on the floor;
• in a group of eight, have 6 feet and 2 hands on the floor;
• in the same group of eight, have 8 hands and only 2 feet on the floor;
• also in the group of eight, put on the floor only 8 hands.
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Quiz on health
			myths

5. Poor people have worse health outcomes than better-off
people TRUE
Poverty and ill-health are intertwined. The same thing happens within countries. This reflects causality running in both
directions: poverty breeds ill-health and ill-health keeps poor
people poor.

Objectives: debunking scams and scammers about healthy 6. Having a bad job is worse for your health than having no
lifestyle through debate and reflection.
job at all TRUE
Overall, employed people have better health than unemTarget group: youth workers, facilitators, trainers, youth pas- ployed ones. But health of unemployed individuals was on
sionate about sports and healthy lifestyle.
par with, or better than, the health of those with poor-quality
jobs. Obviously, long-term unemployment and total lack of
Skills to be reinforced: discussion, interpersonal, commu- help for the unemployed will also be bad for their health.
nication and critical thinking.
7. Homeopathy is effective for treating some health isINSTRUCTIONS: Divide participants into teams of 3 or 4. sues FALSE
Make them choose a spokesperson. Give to each team a Homeopathy, based on the doctrine of “like cures like” (similgreen and a red piece of paper. Go presenting a series of ia similibus curentur) is a pseudoscience –a belief. Its prepastatements. Ask the teams to reflect few minutes about rations are not effective for treating any condition, being
each statement and after a 3, 2, 1 countdown ask them to no more effective than a placebo. Any positive effects that
show green or red piece of paper depending on their opin- follow treatment are due to factors such as normal recovery
ion about the sentence (green for MOSTLY TRUE and red for from illness, or regression toward the mean. On the contrary,
MOSTLY FALSE according to Science). Only successful = +3 people can rely on homeopathy and for when they decide to
points. Successful = +1. Failed = 0. Scores are irrelevant but seek for conventional aid it is too late for them (see: article
may help to keep the attention. The main point is debate and and systematic review).
reflection about the topics. Actually most of the statements
might be ambiguous and we must not rule out the possibility 8. Vitamin and mineral supplements are good for
of making mistakes, interested or not, even in science.
health FALSE
Introduction: Today, more than ever, to show an athletic The sales of these supplements make over $11 billion per
body, eat certain food, play sports, etc. has become a “ne- year only in the USA. But studies suggest there is no overcessity”. That gives way to the proliferation of numberless all benefit from taking supplements for the majority of the
myths and errors regarding our health.
population. Some studies have even shown increased risk of
Today, more than ever, to show an athletic body, eat certain cancers in relation to using certain vitamins. The best way
food, play sports, etc. has become a “necessity”. That gives to get your nutrients is to eat a well-balanced diet filled with
way to the proliferation of numberless myths and errors re- fruits, vegetables, whole grains, nuts, and healthy oils.
garding our health.
Let’s do a quiz to see our level of knowledge about these om- 9. Walking is one of the best exercises you can do to improve
nipresent myths and errors.
your health TRUE
Walking for 30 minutes a day or more on most days of the
1. Regular physical activity has a positive impact on week is a great way to improve your health. Regular physical
health TRUE
activity –such as walking– has significant can reduce the risk
Insufficient physical activity is one of the 10 leading risk fac- of cardiovascular disease, diabetes and osteoporosis, help
tors for global mortality, causing around 3 million deaths control weight, and promote mental well-being. And it´s free
each year. Children and youth aged 5–17 should accumu- (see: WHO website).
late at least 60 minutes of moderate- to vigorous-intensity
physical activity daily. Adults aged 18–64 should do at least 10. Athletic participation is considered a risk factor for mus150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity cle dysmorphia (bigorexia) TRUE
throughout the week. Regular physical activity reduces the This body-image related disorder manifests in excessive
risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer and all-cause weight lifting, excessive attention to diet and social impairmortality (see: WHO report and WHO website).
ment. Among other possible risk factors like having suffered
bullying trauma or media exposure, athletes tend to share
2. Some fruits and veggies have “detox” properties FALSE
some psychological factors that may predispose to muscle
Detox diets are marketing myths. Fruits and vegetables are dysmorphia; high levels of competitiveness, need for control,
an important part of a balanced diet. They provide vitamins, and perfectionism.
minerals, antioxidants and fibre, which help the body to
function properly. But the concept of detox diet is complete- 11. Some food has weight-loss properties FALSE
ly irrational. Actually, there are detoxification procedures in Slimming food is nonsense. Every food provides calories,
medicine. They are performed in hospitals when a person although some ones can be healthier and recommended,
has ingested a toxic product and the body cannot eliminate such as fruit and vegetables. The best way to fight obesity
it naturally (see NHS report).
is a well-balanced diet and reasonable physical activity, although professional therapeutic advice may be required.
3. Is beer effective for rehydration after sports? TRUE
According to some studies, at least in healthy, young adults, 12. Capitalism fosters hunger, malnutrition and obesity TRUE
beer in moderate amounts is as effective as water for rehy- In the world 800 million people go hungry, 2 billion suffer
dration and recovery after exercise (see: Natura article).
from some form of malnutrition and more than a third of the
adult population is obese. Obesity is a problem of the rich in
4. “Organic” food is healthier FALSE
low-income countries and a problem of the poor in develThere´s no scientific evidence supporting any health benefits oped countries. There is a mixed picture in middle-income
for “organic” products –versus those grown conventionally. countries. A third of all food produced is lost or wasted. The
Massive meta-analyses realized didn´t find relevant differ- capitalist mode of production generates an unequal distriences in its nutritional properties. Therefore, price differenc- bution of social and political power which ultimately exaceres aren´t justified (see: meta-analyses and NHS report)
bates malnutrition problems (see: Global Hunger Index)

Final reflection: A few were lucky enough to have been born rich
and live in opulence. Most didn´t have that luck and therefore have
to work for the first to survive. That frustrates. Inequality causes
many social problems. Some, aware that only through collective
action can improve their situation, organize themselves and try to
build a more just world. Others search for individualistic solutions,
either legal or illegal. And many falls into extreme escapism, seeking comfort in substances or behaviours that allow them avoid
the unpleasant aspects of daily life. Drug addiction, alcoholism,
compulsive shopping, etc. are obvious examples of this. Many
other substances or behaviours, some of which might be considered healthy, can also serve the practice of escapism. For example, let’s think about people who obsessed with their body-image
end up suffering from anorexia, bulimia or bigorexia. The current
socioeconomic system becomes a major threat to public health.
It is not because of any natural law, nor because of the action of
some cosmic force. This is basically due to the actions the above
mentioned opulent people dedicate to earn money (and maintain power). Among other methods, they try to make us addicted
to what they sell. To do so, scammers at their service take advantage of our human nature. For example, we all need to feel socially accepted. We have a social desirability bias, which is a good
thing because it helps humans to live in society, to cooperate and
to respect each other. But it is also a weakness. Big companies
invest in convincing us that the best way to feel socially desired is
to buy their products. Small companies struggle to do the same.
And, since only a few can buy certain products, it ends up becoming true. A more concrete example: the social pressure in relation
to the body image has given way to the proliferation of myths
and errors regarding health and to the appearance of miracle diets and dietary complements with magic outcomes on weight
loss; a business opportunity for a few and a threat for the rest.
Do we really need what we want? Why do we like what we like?
Do scammers make us want things that we do not really need?
Further reading:
In Praise of Idleness and Other Essays (Bertrand Russell, 1935)

Alimentation goes hand in hand with sports, for a healthy lifestyle
The right alimentation objective should be the aim of balance and
equilibrium in our lifestyle. A lot of people nowadays have a wrong
idea about what means to be healthy, confusing it with the image
of a skinny body or a lot of muscles. Instead of following the
beauty standards that we see all around us these days, we should
focus on ourselves, our needs and our bodies, not something that
we crave because it’s well promoted.
Trough balance, we achieve a feeling of well-being, as well as the
healthiness that our bodies need. Starving, hard diets and not
caring about the aliments that we eat are factors that contribute
to a bad realionship with the food. Everyone has to learn what
to eat, when to eat, how much to eat, according to their own
needs. Because we are all different, it’s impossible to compare to
someone else or to eat how another person is eating and works
perfectly fine for them. When we achieve this understanding on
the idea of a right alimentation, then we have already done the
first step towards a healthier lifestyle.
Another subject that we discussed during Sports Activator project
is that the food we are eating should be as natural as possible. Supermarkets and shops do not always provide the best food when
it comes to the place where they are produced. So, supporting
local markets and local producers, who are working in their own
garden in order for people to have an opportunity to real food,
also gives us the chance to eat good products. Not only that they
are tastier, but the fact that producers don’t use substances to
make them look better or to keep them fresh even they are not, is
a huge plus for our bodies. Choose wisely what you eat!

Proteins are the main component of every cell. We all know
about their animal origin, but also those which we find in
vegetables have a good biological value. Proteins main role
is the plastic role, for example supporting or filling role (they
represents about the 15% of a man’s weight). They also
have a controlling role (enzymes, hormones) and a defense
role (antibodies). A good amount of proteins, especially
those with essentials aminoacids, is fundamental for a good
health; but exaggeration can cause damages. But if our alimentation lacks energetic substances (carbohydrates and
lipides), our body must use a part of the proteins in order
to product energy, causing a proteinic impoverishment.
Carbohydrats have a vegetal origin, are either simple or
complex and represent a big source of energy for all human diets. The simple carbohydrates, glucose and fructose, are found in fruits, vegetables and honey, sucrose in
sugar and lactose in milk, while the complex polysaccharides are starches in cereals, millets, pulses and root vegetables and glycogen in animal foods. The other complex
carbohydrates which are resistant to digestion in the human digestive tract are cellulose in vegetables and whole
grains, and gums and pectins in vegetables, fruits and
cereals, which constitute the dietary fibre component.
Fats are a concentrated source of energy, providing 9
Kcal/g, and are made up of fatty acids in different proportions. Fats serve as a vehicle for fat-soluble vitamins like
vitamins A, D, E and K and carotenes and promote their
absorption. They are also sources of essential polyunsaturated fatty acids. It is necessary to have adequate and good
quality fat in the diet with sufficient polyunsaturated fatty
acids in proper proportions for meeting the requirements
of essential fatty acids. The type and quantity of fat in the
daily diet influence the level of cholesterol and triglycerides
in the blood. Diets should include adequate amounts of fat.
Vitamins and minerals: Vitamins are chemical compounds
required by the body in small amounts. They must be present in the diet as they cannot be synthesized in the body.
Vitamins are essential for numerous body processes and
for maintenance of the structure of skin, bone, nerves, eye,
brain, blood and mucous membrane. They are either water
soluble or fat-soluble. Minerals are inorganic elements found
in body fluids and tissues. The important macro minerals
are sodium, potassium, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium
and sulphur, while zinc, copper, selenium, molybdenum,
fluorine, cobalt, chromium and iodine are micro minerals.
They are required for maintenance and integrity of skin,
hair, nails, blood and soft tissues. They also govern nerve
cell transmission, acid/base and fluid balance, enzyme and
hormone activity as well as the blood- clotting processes.
Cholesterol is the main casue of arteriosclerosis, but play
useful functions too: it is indispensable for the formation
of cellular membranes and helps the formation of biliary
salts and of some hormones and vitamins. That’s why,
even in the worst case of cholesterolemy, the American
Heart Association, even advising not to adsume more
than 200 mg. a day, don’t prescribe its elimination.
We must say that the main part of cholesterol is synthesised by sliver that, if in health, is able to correct its temporarily unbalance; obviously an exaggerated assumption
of cholesterol can break this frail action-reaction balance.
Info:
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Games to try with youth

The square
Blindfold all the participants in the activity
and give them a long rope or piece of material that can be easily shaped. The challenge in this game is to create a square
with this rope. The aims of this game are
to give people the opportunity to take the
initiative, to empower youth and find the
leaders in the group as well as helping
them work better with each other. At the
end, based on the result, talk about the
experience, what they felt, what worked
and what didn’t work so well in the team.
Two is less, three is a crowd
In a circle with six couples, five of them
have to sit ot their thighs, while the other couple is standing up. One of them
is trying to chase the other one, and to
save himself, he has to sit with one of
the other couples. When in a couple
appears the third person, the first one
from that couple starts running to chase
the person who remained standing up.
Ups
All the participants stay in a circle and
have to count every third number with
UPS instead of that number. For example: one, two, ups, four, five, ups, seven,
eight, ups and so on. Who misses the
counting has to get out of the game.
Pressing kiss
Make a circle with all the participants and
split them in two. One team is the letters and the other team is the numbers.
There is also one person that starts the
game and stays in the middle (can be
a number or a letter, it doesn’t matter)
and shouts a number and a letter from
the groups. When they hear their name,
the number starts to chase the letter because the letter has to kiss on any part
of the head, the person that stays in the
middle. The role of the number is to try
stopping the letter to kiss the person in
the middle. The one who loses goes in
the middle and starts again the game.
Peg-fishing
Create a circle with all the kids involved
except one who will be in the middle,
clothespinned. The others around him
have to take as many pegs as possible
from the child in the middle, but the rule
is that only two people can try at a time.

You can also do:

Streching
Couple balance
TaeKwondo
Zumba
Acro yoga
Warm-up: push-ups, squats, lunges, Spider-man
steps, hip extensions, hip rotations, etc.

Burning ball
There are two people that throw the ball
from one to another, and in between
them, there are the rest of the people
who play. The two ones who have the
ball try to “beat” the kids in the middle,
but also have can give them a “like”. Children in the middle take “like” if they catch
the ball when it’s in the air, without leaving it fall down. Children have the right
to give their like to other teammates.

Say a name
Someone trows a ball in the air and says
the name of a person from the group. If
the ball falls down, everybody runs away
and the person whose name was shout,
has to catch the ball and shout “STOP”.
Everyone freezes and the person with
the ball makes 3 steps and throw the
ball to hit someone. At 3 hits, the person
gets out of the game. It continues like
this with the person who has hit that has
to shout another name.
Clap the hands
In a circle, there is a person in the circle
that claps the hands and others have
to follow him. If the person doesn’t
clap, but some people do, they get out
of the game.
Blind circuit
The kids are divided in two teams. One
team is blindfolded while the other team
has to create a circuit with obstacles for
the blind team. They can do creative
obstacles with their bodies in order for
the other team to be more challenged.
When the blind team starts, the first person keeps her eyes opened and has to
share with the others what she sees and
how to pass the obstacle. All of them are
like a chain and have to communicate
so they can all finish the circuit.
Sea/land
The facilitator separates the space with
a rope and has to decide which part is
the sea and which one is the land. All
the kids then have to follow his instructions and if he says land, then they have
to jump in the part with the land. Whoever jumps in the wrong part, gets out
of the game.
Napkin game
The facilitator holds a napkin in his hands
and divide the group in two teams. Then,
two people from these teams are competing to take the napkin. When it falls
down, the first kid who take the napkin,
runs to his team, but the other is trying
to touch the kid in order to win. If the kid
with the napkin manages to arrive to his
team without being touched, then he
wins, if not, the other team wins.
Blind race
The facilitators are creating some circuits of obstacles for how many teams
there are created (depending on how
many participants there are). Each team
has one person at the end of the circuit
that is guiding the first person from the
team who is blindfolded trough the obstacles in order to arrive at the finish line.
After he finishes, the next one from the
team follows guided by his teammates.

Fruit salad
In a circle, each person gets the name of a fruit (e.g. apple,
banana, orange) and the facilitator has to shout the name
of a fruit. When they hear their name, the people who have
the same fruit have to change positions in the circle. When
they hear “fruit salad”, then everyone has to change their
place and find another one.
Balloons
The kids are divided in teams and each of them gets a
balloon. From each team, there is a kid who stays with his
ballon on his back in a chair and waits for one of his teammates to come and break his balloon. The challenge is to
break the balloons without using the hands. When the kid
breaks the balloon, he takes the seat and wait for the next
one to come and break his ballon. The first team that finishes, wins.
Bag race/Duck-walk race/Egg race/Ball race
The participants will receive a bag and they have to step in
it. Then they start their race at the facilitator’s signal. They
must race by jumping.
The participants have to sit like ducks, with their hands on
their foot wrist and race in this position until the finish line.
The participants have a spoon in their mouth with which
they will carry an egg.
In teams of two, the participants will race with a ball between them. They have to keep the ball until the finish
line. If a team loses the ball, they get out of the game.
Penguin game
Children are divided in two teams. Each team has one ball
and the first kid from every team has to run with the ball
between his legs to the basket where they had to score.
One by one, they are runing with the ball between their
legs trying to score.When a team is scoring 5 point, it wins.
The colors
The facilitators are preparing colored cards that will have a
meaning. 35% blue, 35% white, 10% yellow, 10% green,
10% red. These colored cards will be distributed to all of
the participants randomly. Also, every card will be cut in
order for the participants to share a small part of it with
other. Then they will have music, so the teenagers will
have time to dance and to share a small part of every colored card that they have with other people.After the dancing part is over and everyone shares a part of his card, the
debriefing session starts, where the participants find what
each color means: blue - condom, white - no condom,
red - HIV, green - sexual ilness, yellow - non-wished pregnancy.The final discussion has to be facilitated in order for
the teenagers to understand the message that is shared.
Colors war
Divide the participants in 4 equal teams and give each
team a different color (e.g. blue, red, white and green).
Every participant should have a sticker with his color attached to his body. Give each team a place that is going
to be their “home” and explain the rules: blue is haunting
red, red is haunting white, white is haunting green and
green is haunting blue. It is needed a big space where
participants can run after each other. Someone is “captured” if it is touched by the one who is haunting him. The
captured one is brought to the other team’s home and
can only be freed if someone from his team comes and
takes him to their home. Participants can not be captured
if they stay in their home. The objective of this game is for
teams to discover that they can ally to work against their
enemies and improve cooperation.

“One man practicing sportsmanship is
			 far better than preaching it.“
– Knute Rockne

Advice & make it better
• Make a tabel with the children that come to activities a few days before
• Children should have a paper with their name on the chest
• For debriefing sessions, avoid questions that can be answered
with yes or no
• The teams should be more separated, use the space you have
• Find ways to catch the children's attention
• Use things that attract kids (balloons, funny clothes, colorful things)
• Inform parents before that the kids should dress according to the activities (sports clothes)
• Consider the time table for many distractions
• Establish the rules in the beggining, they should be simple and a few
• Create the group of kids that are the same age
• Promote respect and fair play (hugs, hand shakes)
• Communicate with your trainer partners
• Think more like kids when you play with kids
• Always have a B and C plans
• Be prepare to adapt, improvise and change the activities according to
your group needs
• It's better to have smaller groups of kids (10 to 15)
• When creating the games, take into consideration the self confidence improvement
• Think of games that involve all the kids all the time, so they don't have
to wait (they will get bored after a while)
• Try to have a gender balanced group
• If you know the kids, try to create a heterogenic group
• If you are playing with kids from different countries and language is a
barrier, then discuss with the volunteers/translators, so they know the
rules and the schedule
• Don't forget to have water, if possible fruits as well
• Small prizes can be a motivation for kids
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